
 

 

 

 

INSPIRED LEADERSHIP WORKSHOP EVALUATION FORM 

The General Tommy Franks Leadership Institute and Museum is committed to providing quality projects to 

enhance decision making and develop future leaders.  We feel the creation of the Inspired Leadership 

Workshop is one tool to achieve this goal.   

To help us gauge the effectiveness of this project, your input is invaluable.  Please take a moment to advise 

us of your opinion of the Inspired Leadership Workshop and suggest any changes you might recommend.  

NAME OF ORGANIZATION:____________________________________________________  

How did you hear about the Inspired Leadership Workshop? _________________________  

1. Overall how would you rate the Workshop?  

 Excellent    Good 

 Neutral   Poor  

2. Please rate the following aspects of the workshop presentations:  

Relevance of the Workshop Topics:  Excellent    Good    Neutral   Poor     NA 

Usefulness of the Information Presented:  Excellent    Good    Neutral    Poor     NA 

Quality of the Presentations:    Excellent    Good    Neutral    Poor     NA 

Audio-visual Aids:     Excellent    Good    Neutral    Poor     NA 

3. Was the presentation level too detailed or too easy for you? 

 Much too detailed   Somewhat detailed 

 Just right    Much too easy 

4. Please rate the following aspects of the workshop organization: 

Scheduling and timing:    Excellent    Good    Neutral    Poor     NA 

Choice of facility/venue:    Excellent    Good    Neutral    Poor     NA 

Parking and directions:    Excellent    Good    Neutral    Poor     NA 

Cost and pricing:     Excellent    Good    Neutral    Poor     NA 

5. Based on your experience at this workshop, how likely are you to attend future workshops? 

 Very likely   Somewhat likely 

 Not likely 
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6. Would you recommend this workshop to other organizations? 

 

 

 

7. What was your favorite part of the workshop? 

 

 

8. What was your least favorite part of the workshop? 

 

 

9. Any other suggestions or comments to help us improve future workshops? 

   

 

 

Would you like to be notified about upcoming workshops via email?  Yes No 

Email address: _________________________________________________________________ 

Additional Comments: 

 

 

 

 

 

The General Tommy Franks Leadership Institute and Museum team would like to thank you for 

attending and taking a moment to complete our evaluation. Please mail or fax form back to us after 

your workshop.  

Thank you!! 


